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What is a Neural Network
Neuron(Node) - basic unit of a neural 
network.[a1...aN]

-obtains values of inputs and bias value.

Weights - The neurons take the data they receive, 
operate on it using the stored weight and then pass 
on the resulting data to the output. [w1...wN]



General Diagram of a Neural Network
Input Layer- First layer that takes in our 
input value.

Hidden Layers- Have neurons which apply

Different transformation with different 
weights to the input data.

Output Layer- Last layer that provides our 
output.



Diagram Example- feedforward



Two basic equations to determine the state of the units

i,j: units (j is connected to i)

xj: total input of unit j

yj: total output of unit j

wji: weight between two units 



Famous paper
Learning representations by back-propagating errors

David E. Rumelhart, Geoffrey E. Hinton & Ronald J. Williams 

1986



Backpropagation
The procedure repeatedly adjusts the weights of the connections in the network 
so as to minimize a measure of the difference between the actual output vector 
of the net and the desired output vector. (Rosenblatt, F)



The total error E
y: the actual state of an output unit 

d: desired state of an output unit

c: index over cases (inputs and outputs)

j: index over output units



Compute
To minimize E(total error) by gradient descent it is necessary to compute the 
partial derivative of E with respect to each weight in the neural network.

∂E / ∂yj = yj - dj

∂yj / ∂xj = e-xj/(1+e-xj)2

∂xj / ∂wji = yi



Gradient descent

The current gradient is used to modify the velocity of the point in weight space 
instead of its position

t: incremented by 1 for each sweep through whole set of input-output cases

ε: constant

α: an exponential decay factor between 0 and 1 that determines the relative 
contribution of the current gradient and earlier gradients to the weight change. 



Example with backpropagation


